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	This book is about the next generation of the Google Maps API. It will provide the reader with the skills and knowledge necessary to incorporate Google Maps v3 on web pages in both desktop and mobile browsers.


	It also describes how to deal with common problems that most map developers encounter at some point, like performance and usability issues with having too many markers and possible solutions to that.

	
		Introduction to the Google Maps API v3
	
		Solutions to common problems most developers encounters (too many markers, common JavaScript pitfalls)
	
		Best practices using HTML/CSS/JavaScript and Google Maps



	What you’ll learn

	
		Building reliable Google Maps web applications
	
		How to transfer from version 2 to version 3 of the API
	
		Best practices using HTML/CSS/JavaScript
	
		Dealing with large amounts of map markers
	
		How to look up addresses and coordinates using GeoCoding and reversed GeoCoding



	Who this book is for


	Web designers/web developers with a basic knowledge of HTML, CSS and JavaScript, as well as people with knowledge of the old Google Maps API that needs help to easily transfer to the new API. And, this book is for anyone interested in learning how to integrate Google Maps on their web page.
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Pro Core Data for iOS, Second Edition (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	Interest in developing apps for Apple’s iOS platform continues to rise, and more great apps

	appear in Apple’s App Store every day. As people like you join the app-creation party, they usually

	discover that their apps must store data on iOS devices to be useful. Enter Pro Core Data for iOS,

	written for developers who...
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Building Open Source Network Security Tools: Components and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Although open source network security tools come in all shapes and sizes, a company will eventually discover that these tools are lacking in some area—whether it’s additional functionality, a specific feature, or a narrower scope. Written by security expert Mike Schiffman, this comprehensive book will show you how to build your own...
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Apache Camel Developer's Cookbook (Solve Common Integration Tasks With Over 100 Easily Accessible Apache Camel Recipes)Packt Publishing, 2013

	For Apache Camel developers, this is the book you'll always want to have handy. It's stuffed full of great recipes that are designed for quick practical application. Expands your Apache Camel abilities immediately.


	Overview

	
		A practical guide to using Apache Camel delivered in dozens of small,...
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Backbone.js BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Everything you need to know about building front end apps in Backbone.js is contained in this book. Packed with projects, code, and sound explanations, it’s the essential guide to this indispensable JavaScript library.


	Overview

	
		Gain insights into the inner working of Backbone to leverage it...
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Windows Phone 8 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2013

	Windows Phone 8 Recipes is a problem-solution based guide to the Windows Phone 8 platform. Recipes are grouped according to features of the platform and ways of interacting with the device. Solutions are given in C# and XAML, so you can take your existing .NET skills and apply them to this exciting new venture.

	...
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Accessing and Analyzing Data with Microsoft Excel 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Master the tools that transform the information in spreadsheets, databases,  and servers into faster, better business decisions. Packed with expert insights  and practical Your Turn exercises, this essential guide shows how to use the  data analysis capabilities in Microsoft Office applications to capture data,  analyze trends, identify...
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